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By Nathalie Du

Strategic Book Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
Paperback. 108 pages. Dimensions: 8.8in. x 5.9in. x 0.5in.Twin
sisters, Elyon and Milay have never been close. In fact, Elyon
has kept a potentially dangerous secret from Milay for a long
time. Everything changes when the boy of Milays dreams
kidnaps them both. Can the sisters learn to trust one another
Will they find a way home What does it really mean to be a twin
Land of the Midnight Sun is a wonderful, thrilling adventure
that will entertain readers of all ages and shed light on the
complicated but fascinating relationship between twins.
Thirteen year-old author Nathalie Du lives in Rancho
Cucamonga, California. She was motivated to write Land of
the Midnight Sun by a history assignment given to her by her
7th grade teacher, Mrs. Harris. Nathalie is inspired by her
mother and fathers never ending determination to give her a
better life. She strongly believes that no matter how old a
person is, there is always a world of possibility open for them.
Nathalie is currently working on her next book. www.
nathaliedu. com http: sbpra. comNathalieDu This item ships
from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from
Roseburg,OR, La...
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It is great and fantastic. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. Your life period will likely be
transform once you comprehensive reading this book.
-- B la nca  Da vis-- B la nca  Da vis

An extremely wonderful book with lucid and perfect information. It is one of the most awesome publication i have
read. Your life period will probably be enhance the instant you total looking at this pdf.
-- Pr of . Da n Windler  MD-- Pr of . Da n Windler  MD
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